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FOREWORD: WE COME NOT TO BRING A SWORD BUT THE GUILLOTINE
Words by GENERATORcommittee
For Print Festival Scotland, Generator Projects
is moving into the cloud! As an online space,
Generator Projects is to be transformed into a
digital print-house that aspires to stimulate critical
discourse surrounding visual arts within Dundee.
Beginning from a consideration of the
significant role of the printing press, for the
introduction of mass communication to the
rapid developments in globalised digital media,
the GENERATORprinthouse poses a starting
question for the duration of the exhibition…
With an emphasis on the visual arts, what is
the current role of digital & analogue media?

With the intention of initiating some prospective
answers, GENERATORprinthouse will begin by
hosting a live speakers programme and collating
responses from multi-disciplinary contributors.
This will be followed by guest editors working
alongside a team of invited artists and
writers to create a series of daily e-papers.
And then, it is over to you! Make use of the
provided facilities to add your response to this
question, either directly or through example.

For further information and daily e-papers
please visit:
anyoneincapableoftakingsidesshouldsaynothing.
wordpress.com

DEAR READER,
The E.G. is intended as a daily published e-paper, facilitated by GENERATOR, and uploaded
to the URL: http://anyoneincapableoftakingsidesshouldsaynothing.wordpress.com/e-papers/
A new issue will be available every morning between Wednesday 28th until Sunday 1st
September. Our facebook page ( www.generatorprojects.co.uk/generator ) will announce
when the issue is ready to anyone who follows our page. Viewing it is an experience available
entirely ‘online’. For example, the papers will exist as e-papers only- viewable online to the world.
This marks a new approach to the gallery exhibition we the editors (GENERATORcommittee)
usually facilitate, as our curated artwork will be able to be seen – potentially- by the world.
The ‘press room’ for the paper is located in GENERATORprojects, turning the gallery into a
production site for the ‘digital’ artwork.
To help us achieve this goal, taking the lead on compiling and ‘building’ our e-paper, our ‘Press
Team’ – Claire Breigel, Georgia Horgan, Katy Christopher & Kirsty Russell- will work as the
papers ‘reporters’: our information gatherers & disseminaters. They are all artists and writers
individually, and you can find information on our blog site regarding their practice.
As well as contributions – written and visual- from the news team, we have invited artists &
writers to comment on issues regarding art, media & technology. We invited contributions
responding to the question:
‘With an emphasis on the visual arts, what is the role of analogue and digital media?’
‘The E.G’ takes a ‘tight-rope’ position. By definition, a newspaper is not a work of art. We,
however, are attempting to take the format as a vehicle to carry works of art, and critical art
writing. This means the ‘polish’ associated with artworks are undermined by the need to ‘get to
print’ and meet the self-imposed print deadlines.
The EG aims to act as a vehicle for what we call ‘critical discourse’, as well as disseminating
information from heightened cultural activity happening within the city this week. Print Festival
Scotland & the academic IMPACT 8 conference will be ‘mined’ for information that can be
viewed as valuable to artists working within Dundee and – potentially- ‘the world’. Our press
team will be reporting back from IMPACT & fringe events providing coverage and using this as
platform to aid and critical discourse in the paper.

Editorial Team of The E.G.
James Lee, GENERATORcommittee

The GENERATOR Printhouse Complaints Commission
Code of Conduct*

The Printhouse Editor’s Code
All Members of the GENERATOR press have a duty to maintain the
highest standards of integrity within the context of a semi-un-professional
production environment. The code, which includes this preamble, and
exceptions stated, sets the benchmark for the right to communicate and
negotiate. It is the cornerstone of the system of self-organisation and deregulation.
It is essential that an agreed code be honoured not only to the letter but in
the full spirit (as one does in a non-gentlemen’s code of this nature).
It should be interpreted as you wish.
It is the responsibility of editors and publishers to acknowledge the
code in both printed and online versions of publications. Editors will cooperate swiftly with the GENERATOR Printhouse Complaints Commission
in the organisation of any discussion or debate surrounding articles
of information. All complaints are considered comments, and will be
responded to as such.
*We reserve the right to maintain that this publication is an artwork.
The Press Complaints Commission is the official board of moral conduct for
the press in the UK. For official PCC code of conduct visit:
www.pcc.org.uk/cop/practice.html
The GENERATOR code will be posted daily.

ON THE INTERNET AND ON THE STREET
NO ONE KNOWS THE ARTIST IS A DOG

Words by Rachel Marsh
Last May, I was invited to take a private tour of
the Duncan of Jordanstone College of Art and
Design (DJCAD) Degree Show. For those who
are not in the know, the DJCAD Degree Shows
showcases final-year student projects; yet, as
the Art College regularly produces high caliber
designers, artists and crafts-persons, the show is
more than just a collection of student portfolios.
It is a place to get an early glimpse at future
leaders of the industry. So, you can imagine how
excited I was to be offered a private tour, but
upon arrival I discovered that the organiser’s
concept of ‘private’ was quite different to my
own. Several hundred other people arrived for
this ‘private’ tour, and as the mobs nibbled on
their complementary finger-sandwiches waiting
for speeches and the subsequent guided walk,
I came to the realisation that I was about to
spend a few hours simulating sheep in an art
gallery.
I believe that the Degree Show should be
experienced in manner that allows the viewer to
become immersed in the work, and it is for this
reason that I no longer choose to go to opening
night. Much like the ‘private’ tour on which I was
invited, opening night encompasses throngs of

hipsters, parents and academics all attempting
to congratulate a student who wants nothing
more than to leave the building for the first time
in months and go to the pub. Having to view a
photography collection inspired by ‘the transient
use of light against consumerism’ (or some such)
between the shoulders of the artist’s Gran and
his best mate while they make chat about the
lack of parking in the area is simply unpleasant.
So, instead of being a part of the DJCAD Degree
Show public front, I prefer to attend on a quieter
day and become lost in the labyrinth of the Art
College, creating an experience where I can
quietly crawl between the installations, feel the
fabrics, eyeball the jewellery, and sit for hours
watching animations, all undisturbed.
As the ‘private’ tour on which I had been invited
gave no hint of personal space, I slipped away
before it even started and instead played my
own special game of hide-and-seek. I would
enjoy a piece of work or section of the show, but
when I began to hear the impending march of
patrons, I would slip away to another section of
the building sight unseen.
Because I was being unwittingly chased, I did not

above: Mural painted during May 2013 DJCAD Degree Show.

above: Sketches of houses printed on post card sized stickers and stuck to posts
and signs along the Perth Road, Dundee.

waste time looking at the white tags next to each
piece; therefore, the student’s work remained
anonymous and unexplained. The ink sketching,
the Arabian-style tent, the teen-vamp jewellery,
and the room of porn went unaccredited, and
– in hindsight – somewhat more ‘enjoyable’.
No one was there to tell me what it meant. No
preconceived notions worked into my brain; at
no point did I assume a work was created as a
reaction to the artist’s gender, ethnicity, age or
nationality. Each piece represented nothing and
anything all at the same time. The visual arts
became the cerebral arts.
About two hours into my private game of hideand-hide-some more, the tour nearly caught me
so I slipped outside. Passing down an external
concrete corridor, I crossed a young man – scarf
across his face, spray can in hand, and mural on
the wall. Others walked by this potential vandal,
not saying a word. Perhaps, they thought it this
was part of the Degree Show. Perhaps it was.
As I’m not British, I am allowed to do the
unthinkable – ask a random stranger a potentially
rude question. So, I asked, ‘Is this part of your
degree show project, or are you just tagging the
building?’
‘Does it look like I’m tagging the building?’ he
asked, as if it only just dawned on him that he
may be doing something ‘wrong’.
‘Kind of,’ I answered. ‘You do have a scarf across
your face and a spray can in one hand. And you
are tagging a building. Then again, I guess that’s
to keep the spray fumes out of your lungs and
you could be commissioned by the Uni. I don’t
know He said that the scarf was completely
practical, and that he did indeed have a piece
inside for the Degree Show, but he was getting
bored so he decided to come outside and paint.
He had not been commissioned.
I told him it was lovely, but I didn’t ask him
his name or anything further as I liked the
anonymity of it all. Without purpose, he had
created performance art. It could have been
titled, ‘Man tagging building’. And both the
mural and the performance asked the sort of
questions that might be proposed by a critic:
Was he supposed to be there or not? Did it
matter? Did it capture the zeitgeist of that

very second, or was he a bored student?
Does being a bored art student in a recession
make a statement? Does anyone give a shit?
That mural, and his act of creating it, was doing
exactly what art is supposed to do; it makes
you ask questions. Questions without answers.
I wandered around the outside of DJCAD
and then walked home, and for the first time
noticed street art: black and white sketches of
houses printed onto stickers lined the pavement
as if put there for those on a scavenger hunt,
Frankenstein’s monster over the Tartan Cafe,
notices about lions, doors for Hobbits, a Batcat.
I stopped and noticed each one, wondering
‘What was the point of these little works of
creativity?’ There were no white tags to identify
the artist or meaning. In fact, by placing them
upon the street with no indication of a message,
the artist ran the risk of misinterpretation.
But, was misinterpretation problematic?
Or is the act of interpreting the main goal?
This is where I must add a point to the
discussion. Dundee is a very small city, and
without much ado I could, in theory, find out
who created these little works of wonderment
and why. However, the artist(s) have not
included a name on their work; therefore, I
am happy to remain blissfully uninformed.
Since that day, I have been much more aware
of street art in Dundee – from bollards painted
to look like cigarettes, to crying pandas, and
Sex Pistols tributes – my walks home from work
have been much more delightful. But what is
the point of this street art? Is it trying to give
me a message, but I’m too think to take in? Or,
is Frankenstein’s monster nothing more than
a representation of the Shelley character?
Since that day, I have been much more aware
of street art in Dundee – from bollards painted
to look like cigarettes, to crying pandas, and
Sex Pistols tributes – my walks home from work
have been much more delightful. But what is
the point of this street art? Is it trying to give
me a message, but I’m too think to take in? Or,
is Frankenstein’s monster nothing more than
a representation of the Shelley character?
These questions are not specific to Dundee.

above: A worn message to the world permanently fliered to a box near the DJCAD
car park.

With the rise and subsequent commercialism
of Banksy, the anonymity and mystery of street
art is a hot topic. A friend of mine who blogs in
New Orleans noted a Banksy near her home
and then again during a trip to St Petersburg,
so she wrote a post on the subject. (emiliestaat.
wordpress.com) Her blog hits not only went
through the roof, but she was sighted in various
‘legitimate’ news sources. Street art has become
so popular that it was the premise of a murder
on New Tricks, so this article has the potential
to be somewhat outdated. In fact, my crack
research skills (i.e. typing ‘What is the point of
street art’ into Google Scholar) has unearthed
articles dating as far back as 1964. Furthermore,
if someone wants to take this discussion down
a pointless academic route, it could be argued
that the Lascaux cave paintings are street art
and my little pontification on the street art
of Dundee is hardly a groundbreaking topic.
Yet, there is the potential for the street art
topic to expand beyond the same old staid
questions covered in fore thinking art courses.
(The University of Winchester actually offers
a BA [Hons] on the subject). The potential new
arm of this discussion lies in the connection
between street art and digital art, with a

particular nod to the anonymity of the internet.
On the day GENERATORprinthouse asked me
to answer the question, ‘With a focus on the
visual arts, what is the current and potential
role of analogue and digital media?’, I noticed
two works of art. A matte white bicycle with
no tires parked outside the Overgate and a
Facebook meme about a Kiwi. Both are works
of art and both are anonymous. This made
me realise, that street art isn’t about being on
the street, it’s about getting art to the masses.
Previously, I had been thinking about art on
such a personal level – dodging and weaving
away from the hordes of private tours – that I
forgot the most important aspect art. It simply
needs to be seen. Art is a public endeavour.
And, while a limited number of people walk
down a street, the world can view the internet.
Here I must add yet another caveat. In the
same way that Dundee is a small place and I
could discover who pained the bicycle white,
the internet is traceable and with a little help
from an IT geek the uploader of art can be
traced. But, the Kiwi image holds the same
truth for me, and like the Batcat on the side of
the DJCAD building I don’t want to know the

above: White bicycle outside the Overgate.

artist, just the art. However, unlike street art,
just because someone uploaded the image, it
doesn’t mean that that individual is the artist.
Facebook ‘sharing’ has repeatedly proved this.
Therefore, if we are going to appropriately
discuss anonymous art, we must move past
the Facebook memes. I needed to find art
that has been given to the world through the
internet, without so much as an initial or title.
The internet may be replacing the street as the
chosen platform for artists who prefer to remain
anonymous, and various sites cater to artists
wishing to display their work but not their name.
One such example is Anonymous Art (www.
anonymousart.co.uk/anonymousartmainpage.
php), which has a gallery dedicated to showcasing
such work. deviantArt (www.deviantart.com), a
website which showcases user-made artwork,
does not make it mandatory for someone
uploading work to publicly identify themselves,
with many of the names on the site resembling
a BeeBo user. Additionally, there are the millions
of images on the internet created by artists
who have not asked for recognition. They may
not be on websites dedicated to ‘anonymous
art’, but they have donated imagery to be used
as part of a larger internet project or webpage.
There are practical similarities between street
art and ‘anonymous art that uses the internet
as a platform’ (which I will now call ‘aninart’
[pronounced ann-in-art], because I always
wanted to coin a term; OED here I come). Both
types of artists may be doing an illegal act, and
the cloak of anonymity keeps him/her from
having to face the law. The street artist can
be considered a vandal, and some aninartists
are uploading imagery that, in some parts of
the world, may be illegal, meaning they face
censorship laws, a prison sentence, or worse. Both
street art and aninart have been used as a voice
for those who were too afraid to speak up. The
censor can’t stop what the censor can’t control.
Anonymity may be preferable to some street
artists and aninartists, as hiding beneath the
platform allows them to weep in private if
their work is received unfavourably by a critic.
Anonymous Art broaches this need for a safe
place away from critics by suggesting that the

site enables ‘people like us - shy but capable
- to get our work seen’, and helps ‘artists
- trained or not - feel free to go wild without
being damned for it’. There may be an even
simpler answer as to why these artists display
their work in such a public manner – they’ve
been rejected by, or they themselves reject,
traditional avenues. Galleries willing to take on
a new artist are difficult to come by, and artists
who have already developed a following find it
difficult to change style or form. Therefore, by
turning their back on mainstream venues, and
placing their work in the world’s gallery (the
internet or the street), they have more control.
Yet, the anonymity of the street and the
internet provide more than just practical
solutions. Both the street artist and the
aninartist find his/her identity less important
than creating a work of accessible art. It’s
about placing art where the world is most
comfortable – on the street or on the internet.
To answer GENERATORprinthouse’s question,
I must return to that day in May in which I
bobbed and weaved through the corridors
of the Art College, closing my eyes to the
names of the artists and opening them to the
essence of their work. As I ran from the herd,
I found a global collective and realised that
viewing art is never private. Whether it’s in a
gallery, in someone’s home, on the internet or
on the street, I am not the only person to view
that piece of art. Art is public, art is created
to work to be witnessed. All art is Public Art.
Answering the question, ‘With a focus on the
visual arts, what is the current and potential role
of analogue and digital media?’, I wish to argue
that analogue and digital media do nothing more
or less than a building, a gallery, a web page, or
a cave wall. Those platforms provide a space to
view art, unfettered by meaning or artist name.
These places allow us have a moment in life, on
the street, on the internet, or on social media
with something that makes us ask unanswerable
questions. These utilities allow us to publicly
immerse ourselves in world by someone who
could be a man, a woman or, as was famously
stated in the New Yorker, a dog. Because,
‘On the internet no one knows you’re a dog.’

TIME
Words by Beth Dynowski and Dane Sutherland

(TIME 10.34)
(LOCATION Theia)

A: Speak up, I cannot hear you.

B: You are not listening hard enough.

The modern political subject or people and the discourse surrounding it, is so
‘entrapped…in (its) own Voice’ because it is haunted by the unpolitical, the threat of
their dissolution into the multitude1. This Hand, Machine, Device, (a brick is better),
all in the name of redistributing what my eyes cannot see but know. Any project to
name the political, to name the aesthetic, is to use it as one uses a hole in the
ground. To bury a corpse.
It exists to be interrupted.

A: Oh God, listening to you is so hard it hurts.

B:
……
Our current bestiary of digital technologies are an
ancient trauma, inherited from the gasp that wrought the flame, the cut that wrote the
song and the will that wound the Word. A virus, or maybe a voice, guides a hand
across the page, and we listen like the sun screams.
A complex pervades our current plane, the self-crumbling baroque technostructure,
which re-assembles communication as a distributed point of collapse: the so-called
political subject. This modern subject-apparatus is the articulation of disconnect
made louder than words. It is a polymorphic tetromino, arranging the material
1

Tarizzo, Davide What is a political subject?

ANALOGUE BUBBLEBATH
Words by Ben Robinson

With a focus on the visual arts, what is the
current and potential role of contemporary
analogue and digital media?
With regard to the visual arts, I can only
respond by referring to my own individual taste.
This response is therefore 100% subjective,
and a mere stab at an answer proper. I’m
always loathe to place too much emphasis on
media. In my elevated highbrow ivory tower,
I’d like to think that the idea is paramount and
any materials are mere byproduct. That said,
the sheer visceral impact of any artwork has
always mattered to me, so maybe that’s as
good a place as any to start... yeah?
The response to new media that I’ve found the
most compelling in recent years has been the
work of Ryan Trecartin, the young American
artist whose work is performance based,
heavily scripted and was initially screened on his
YouTube channel. He’s an interesting example
of what happens to artists in the contemporary
art market. When Trecartin first emerged, all
his material was broadcast on YouTube, its
aesthetic completely anarchic and its audience
was the untold number of outsiders sat there
rapt, all glued to their laptops. I exaggerate,
but yeah. As he’s swept up by collectors, more
‘analogue’ artworks such as sculptures are sold.
As his genius becomes evident to the artworld

so renowned institutions start to put on big
thematic shows, with installation playing an
increased role.
So now? I suppose he’s an example of someone
whose work has had to adapt to its audience.
He’s a genius who, like all of us, has to pay the
rent. As a standard stereotype hipster, I must
say I prefer the early stuff.
Someone else working in digital media whose
work I’m a fan of, someone much closer to home,
is the young Scottish artist Rachel Maclean. She
makes for an interesting point of comparison
with Trecartin as both have very hyper dayglo
aesthetics, both have a strong emphasis on
performance, and to me they both respond
to contemporary culture by chewing it up and
spitting it back out. She’s another genius with
a YouTube channel whose work has developed
into immersive installations. What I find
compelling is exactly that idea of immersion.
As a teenage art student I had a fondness for
Abstract Expressionism, and my fantasy was
always to step into those enormous paintings
and actually be inside the artwork. Artists
now have the tools at their disposal to make
our total immersion possible. Maybe with the
transition from analogue to digital, that fantasy
could become a reality?

